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New Fluke 368 FC and 369 FC Leakage Current Clamps 

help reduce downtime without taking equipment offline 

Take accurate leakage current measurements without powering 

down equipment and stopping production  

EVERETT, Wash., Aug. 23, 2016 – Leakage current can cause unnecessary downtime and 

intermittent GFCI and RCD tripping of circuits, so quantifying it is an important part of a 

preventive maintenance program. The new Fluke® 368 FC and 369 FC Leakage Current 

Clamps help industrial electricians and maintenance technicians identify, document, record, 

and compare leakage current readings over time to help prevent problems before they happen 

without shutting down critical equipment. 

The rugged meters have large diameter jaws (40 mm for the 368 FC; 61 mm for the 369 FC) 

for work with oversize conductors. The clamp jaws are fully shielded and designed to 

accurately capture very small leakage current signals (as low as 10 μA) and minimize 

external electromagnetic interference. The true-rms meters are designed to accurately 

measure complex signals, with the highest resolution of 1 µA and an upper measurement 

range of 60 amps. 

The 368 FC and 369 FC are part of Fluke Connect® — a system of more than 40 wireless test 

tools that communicate via the Fluke Connect app, or Fluke Connect Assets software, a 

cloud-based solution that gathers measurements to provide a comprehensive view of critical 

equipment status — allowing technicians to record and share both thermal images and 

electrical measurements in real time via their smartphones or tablets and automatically 

upload them to the cloud. Reports can be created and shared right from the job site via email.  

Fluke Connect also allows users to collaborate in real time with other colleagues with 

ShareLive™ video calls, which increases productivity in the field.* 
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The CAT III 600 V safety rated clamp meters feature a forward-facing LED worklight for 

use in dark wiring cabinets, a backlit display with auto-off, and auto-power-off for extended 

battery life. 

For more information on the Fluke 368 FC and 369 FC Leakage Current Clamp Meter, visit: 

www.fluke.com/368fc.  

Fluke Corporation 

For information on Fluke tools and applications, or to find the location of a distributor, 

contact Fluke Corporation, P.O. Box 9090, Everett, WA USA 98206, call (800) 44-FLUKE 

(800-443-5853), fax (425) 446-5116, e-mail fluke-info@fluke.com or visit the Fluke Web 

site at www.fluke.com. 

About Fluke 

Founded in 1948, Fluke Corporation is the world leader in compact, professional electronic 

test tools. Fluke customers are technicians, engineers, electricians, and metrologists who 

install, troubleshoot and manage industrial, electrical and electronic equipment and 

calibration processes.  

# # # 

Fluke is a registered trademark of Fluke Corporation. The names of actual companies and 

products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners. For more 

information, visit the Fluke website. 

* Within your provider’s wireless service area and subject to your plan’s pricing and other terms. 

Fluke Connect is not available in all countries.  Some Fluke Connect features require a subscription 

subject to payment terms and may not be available in all countries. 
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